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Destroying city blocks, battling heroes, and working towards a sinister master plan... all part and

parcel of Doctor Dire's day. But when unexpected interference from a time-travelling enemy throws

her back in time, she finds herself up against an evil more vile than she could ever be. It's Dire

versus the Third Reich, and the poor Nazi bastards have no idea what they're in for!Meanwhile,

back in present day, Dire's friends and allies must scramble to fend off both heroes and villains,

while trying to assemble the means to return Dire to her proper time. Can the motley team of

society's rejects withstand the stress without Dire to aid them? The Doctor and her teammates have

a hard road to travel, and before it's done, the darkest secrets of Doctor Dire shall finally be

revealed... with fatal consequences.This is the third novel from the "Tales from the Teslaverse"

project.
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Well this is unfortunate.I honestly can't remember another book series that's gone from 100 - 0 as

quick as this. To be blunt I thought the ending was horrible. A last minute twist full of convoluted non

explanations and lightning-quick slide show of reveals that lacked emotional impact.The ultimate



disappointment though is that I was extremely invested in this universe and these characters and I

eagerly awaited each release. But the ending to this book was such a let down that I can no longer

continue with the series. It has absolutely murdered an urge to see the greater plot unfold and I just

don't know how you are supposed to connect with the characters after these events. Respect to the

author for having the courage to make these kinds of narrative decisions, but for me they sapped all

the fun out of the series and future prospects on where the story is headed don't seem

optimistic.You might say they are D.I.R.E. in fact.Best of luck to the author in his future endeavors

but this is where I bow out.

The strong characters, and the levity, were what drew me into the series originally. The part in the

present â€“ and the final chapterâ€™s twist/reveals, those are the darker than anything weâ€™ve

seen before. The characters change, and itâ€™s definitely not â€˜light.â€™ The part of the book set

in the past is most like the first book, in my opinion. It is common to paint the all the Nazi as evil

incarnate. Mr. Seiple fulfilled on that trope in grand form. So, it is â€œfunâ€• to see the confrontations

with them and to watch them get their backsides handed to them, or get punched in the face. DIRE

commenting from the other side of the monologs is funny too. The parts in the present and the

futureâ€¦ wow! But, the changes make me dread the next book. With the big change in the

characters, how will this continue? I want to know what is going on, but the characters are not the

same any more. And the characters are what really drew me in. Without them, with the changes that

happened, I donâ€™t know if I want to read the next book. So, there you go. If you are looking for

the same tone as the previous books, it is not really there. Very poignant, not very â€˜light.â€™ A lot

of questions do get answered, but leaves some really the big ones. It makes a lot of sense, and

makes you look at the way the character acts in the previous books in a new light (well done on

that). I both dread, and look forward to the next book, what the â€˜future bringsâ€™ â€“ if there is

one.

I've loved the Dire series, and for like 95% of this book I loved it...but that ending, I'm just not sure

how I feel about it, i mean it may not be the end of the world like it seems based on the big twist

thrown in at the end but man I'm going to be series worried about the next book.

Andrew Seiple does it again and gives us another magnificent entry to the Dire series. Mixing

incompetent time travel, all too human heroes, and the righteous slaying of Nazis, Dire: Time is an

amazing entry into the realm of superheroics.The characters involved all feel so very human as they



do the best the can and struggle to hold to their own beliefs and morals in the face of the uncaring

and cruel world they find themselves in. When my biggest complaint is a burning desire to find out

what happens next I have no problem wholeheartedly recommending this book and series

You just don't do this too your fans, leading them on a romping-stomping feel-good story and then

ending it in such a bleak manner like that. It feels like the author wrote himself into a corner and

came up with this abominable solution.

This is a strong continuation of the DIRE saga and those who read the first two will know what to

expect. It is absolutely fascinating to see this dynamic super-villain in action and she shines as

brightly as always here as well. The one warning I will give is that this book has a somewhat downer

ending and several unanswered questions at the end, so if you don't like cliffhangers you might

want to wait till book four is out to start this one.Still this is absolutely worth reading and I can

heartily recommend it.

I've loved the series so far, and DIRE : TIME was great for the most part as well, but the ending just

didn't work for me. It was confusing, to the point where I'm not even really sure what happened, but

I got the overall feeling that it was... unfair, maybe? Unjustified? I'm trying not to spoil things too

much here, but my point is that the ending took a completely different turn than I was expecting, and

it made me leave on a sour note.

I normally dislike both Super Hero and time travel novels and while this series employs both I loved

it. the series has a lot of fun with the concepts of good and evil and the shades of grey in between

and acknowledges the world is a hard unclear place. The observances on minions is fun and how

Dire refers to hers is illuminating. Anyway read them all, Highly Recommended!!p.s. The review

that's just a spoiler needs to be removed.
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